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Exploiting Doppler in Bernoulli Track-Before-Detect
for a Scanning Maritime Radar

Detection and tracking of small targets in sea clutter using high-
resolution radar is a challenging problem. Recently, a Bernoulli track-
before-detect (TBD) filter has been developed for an airborne scanning
radar in the maritime domain, with the purpose of detection and track-
ing of short-exposure targets by using a fast scanning mode (i.e., short
dwell-time and noncoherent integration). This article investigates the
potential benefits of coherent radar processing and exploitation of
Doppler information in TBD, when the radar operates in a slower
scanning mode (i.e., using longer dwell times). For this purpose, a
new Bernoulli TBD filter is developed, which is capable of process-
ing full three-dimensional (range-azimuth-Doppler) radar data. The
amplitude of sea clutter is modeled using the K distribution with
Doppler-dependent shape and scale parameters. Numerical results
indicate that the new Bernoulli TBD outperforms the fast scanning
TBD filter, at signal-to-interference ratios below 6 dB.

I. INTRODUCTION

The conventional approach to target tracking, also re-
ferred to as detect-then-track, is based on point measure-
ments obtained as outputs of a radar detection scheme.
Choosing the detection threshold is very important as it
determines the probability of target detection and the false
alarm rate, thereby affecting the data flow and the complex-
ity of the tracking operation. If the task is to detect and track
targets characterized by a low signal-to-interference ratio
(SIR), the threshold needs to be reduced in order to increase
the probability of detection. However, this also increases the
false alarm rate and, as a consequence, more sophisticated
data association algorithms for tracking are required [1].
Furthermore, one can argue that by thresholding the radar
data, one potentially throws away useful information and
targets may be missed that are persistent with low SIRs.

Track-before-detect (TBD) is an alternative approach
to detecting and tracking targets characterized by a low
SIR: instead of point measurements, it uses the entire frame
from a surveillance radar (e.g., a range-azimuth map) as a
measurement. By removing the detection threshold, TBD
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makes full use of the radar data and enables lower SIR
targets to be detected and reliably tracked [1]. The main
idea of TBD is to exploit the persistence of targets over
multiple consecutive scans, in combination with the motion
model and the radar measurement model.

Early studies on TBD mainly focused on detection
of small moving objects using imaging sensors (optical,
infrared, noncoherent radar images) [2]–[4]. Pioneering
works on TBD in the context of radar were reported in [5]–
[7]. The TBD approach has since become widespread in
the radar literature, resulting in a plethora of publications,
e.g. [8]–[11]. Radar data differs from the imaging sensor
data in several respects. First, it involves complex valued
(range-azimuth) frames. Second, the interference consists
of a superposition of clutter (returns from sea surface or
ground) and thermal noise. Finally, due to the finite width
of the antenna beam, a target is usually hit by several
successive illuminations during each scan. Hence, in a radar
context, targets are characterized not only by persistence
over the successive scans, but also within each scan. This
property can be exploited in the radar context to coherently
integrate the back-scattered energy from the target during
the dwell time.

The vast majority of TBD algorithms used in radar
systems are solved using dynamic programming (or Viterbi)
based algorithms. Despite its popularity, dynamic program-
ming is a fairly cumbersome framework for online im-
plementation of TBD, mainly due to the impracticality
of discretizing the state-space in realistic problems and
its requirement for high-dimensional maximization. An
alternative is the recursive Bayesian estimation framework,
first proposed in [12] and solved using the particle filter
(PF) [13, Ch. 11]. Subsequently, a TBD PF was proposed
in the context of radar processing [14] and image pro-
cessing [15]. The recursive Bayesian framework for TBD
became popular because the optimal Bayesian TBD for a
single target can be formulated analytically as the Bernoulli
TBD filter [16], [17]. Extensions to multitarget recursive
Bayesian TBD were numerous, particularly using the ran-
dom finite set framework [18]–[21]. Finally, it is worthwhile
mentioning that some authors refer to TBD, an approach
where detect-then-track is applied with a low detection
threshold (referred to as censoring) and using the amplitude
information of point measurements [22]. A comparison
between the conventional detect-then-track approach with
amplitude information and the Bernoulli TBD, carried out
in the maritime surveillance context, showed that the latter
performs significantly better when targets are weak and
clutter is spiky [23].

In this article, we focus on TBD in the context of an
airborne scanning radar for maritime surveillance. Detec-
tion and tracking of small maritime targets is a challenging
problem due to the dynamics of sea-clutter and its non-
Gaussian amplitude statistics [24]. Particularly at higher
range resolutions and low grazing angles, the sea-clutter
amplitude distribution is characterized by longer tails and is
correlated both in space and time. Recently, we have devel-
oped a Bernoulli TBD filter for maritime radar as the optimal

recursive Bayesian solution [25]. This filter was developed
to detect and track short exposure targets using a short
dwell-time and noncoherent integration in the fast scanning
radar mode. The filter inputs the consecutive range-azimuth
amplitude maps, and uses the K-distribution as a model for
the clutter amplitude. It features the spatial decorrelation
of clutter, an online parameter estimation scheme for the
K-distribution parameters and is formulated for target am-
plitude fluctuations following the Swerling type 1 model.
The filter was implemented numerically using the sequential
Monte–Carlo method. Originally formulated for a single
target, it was subsequently extended to multitarget TBD
in [26].

For a scanning radar, the Doppler information can be
obtained by taking the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of a
block of pulses centered on the current azimuth location.
The objective of the current article is to investigate the
potential benefits of coherent radar processing (and the
exploitation of Doppler information) in TBD, when the
radar operates in a slower scanning mode using a longer
dwell. On the one hand, a longer dwell is expected to result
in an improved estimation for low SIR targets due to the
longer integration time and associated frequency selectivity
of coherent processing. However, a longer dwell means a
lower update rate, which can manifest as a delay in track
initiation and a reduction in track accuracy. In contrast to the
approach presented in this article, exploitation of Doppler
information in conventional target tracking using point
measurements has focused primarily on improved velocity
estimation, data association, and faster track initiation [27].

The contributions of this article are twofold. First, a
new Bernoulli TBD filter, capable of exploiting the Doppler
information by processing the full 3-D (range-azimuth-
Doppler) radar data frames, is developed. The sea clutter
amplitude in the Doppler domain is again modeled using
the K-distribution with different shape and scale parame-
ters for each frequency bin. The second contribution is a
comparative performance analysis of Bernoulli TBD algo-
rithms developed for slow and fast scanning radars. The
preliminary results of this study were reported in [28].

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the radar data to be used in the study. Section III
formulates the proposed TBD algorithm which exploits the
Doppler information. A comparative performance study,
quantifying the benefits of the slower scanning mode and
Doppler information, is given in Section IV. Finally, Sec-
tion V concludes this article.

II. RADAR DATA

A. Overview

In this study, the radar data was generated using the
high-fidelity simulation environment for airborne maritime
surveillance, described in [29]. The clutter component is
K-distributed and correlated along both slow-time (pulses
within the scan) and range, with the Doppler spectrum
evolving in range.
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Fig. 1. Scanning airborne radar scenario [29].

TABLE I
Parameters of the Scanning Radar (See [29])

Consider an airborne platform traveling with velocity
vp and a scanning radar pointing at an angle θp relative to
the platform motion [29], as illustrated in Fig. 1. The angle
between the radar look direction and the wind is denoted
by ψ . As the radar scans with a rate ω0 (rad/s), there are
Np = 2π fr/ω0 pulses in a given scan, where fr is the pulse
repetition frequency (PRF) of the radar. Also, if the two-way
azimuth 3 dB beamwidth is φ3dB, then a point target will be
in the beam for Tτ = φ3dB/ω0 s or Nτ = floor(Tτ · fr ) pulses.
This limit determines the number of pulses which offer a
coherent gain and can be exploited in the TBD algorithm.

First, we consider a slow scanning mode with ω0 =
20 r/min, fr = 1500 Hz, and other simulation parameters
givenin Table 1. The radar data from a single scan com-
prises slow-time and range, with the slow time dimen-
sion representing the radar return from different azimuth
locations. To include Doppler, a sliding window of W
pulses is Fourier-transformed and used to construct a three-
dimensional complex-valued “frame” with dimensions of
range, azimuth, and Doppler frequency. The radar revisits
each azimuth look direction periodically, and hence the
fourth dimension is the scan number. With this set of param-
eters, the radar scan time (an interval of time between two
successive scans) is 3 s, with Np = 4500 pulses. Fig. 2(a)
shows a side-looking region of data in the upwind direction,
centered at the azimuth look direction of 90◦ and spread

Fig. 2. Illustration of radar data obtained in the slow scanning mode.
An SIR = 4 dB target is in range bin 80 with azimuth 85◦ and a Doppler
frequency of −150 Hz. (a) Range-azimuth image (modulus) at Doppler

bin corresponding to the frequency of −150 Hz. (b) Range-Doppler
image centered at the azimuth bin corresponding to 85◦.

Fig. 3. Illustration of radar data obtained in the fast scanning mode:
range-azimuth image. An SIR = 4 dB target is in range bin 80 with an

azimuth of 85◦ (indicated by a circle).

over the scanning region of 30◦. In this scene, an outbound
target is present with an SIR of 4 dB, moving with a radial
velocity of 2.2 m/s (corresponding to a Doppler frequency
of −150 Hz) and is located at 85◦ azimuth and range bin
80. The range-azimuth image in Fig. 2(a) represents the
modulus of radar data in the range-azimuth subspace, taken
in the Doppler cell containing the target Doppler of −150
Hz. The target appears spread along the azimuth direction,
because it is illuminated by Nτ = 37 pulses. The coherent
processing exploits this effect by coherently integrating
with a window of W = 32 pulses. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the
range-Doppler image (modulus of radar data) with the FFT
window centered at the azimuth bin corresponding to 85◦.

Next we consider the same setup as above (the same
target, radar parameters given in Table 1), except that the
radar is now operating in the fast scanning mode, with 5
times higher scan rate of ω0 = 100 r/min. This corresponds
to the radar scan time of 0.6 s and Nτ = 7 pulses on target.
Due to the short dwell time, only range-azimuth radar data
are used in the Bernoulli TBD, as in [25]. Fig. 3 shows a side-
looking region of the same scene. Comparing Fig. 3 with
Fig. 2, we can observe that, even visually, the target is much
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more pronounced when using a slow scanning mode. In
addition, the slow scanning mode provides a measurement
of the range-rate (via Doppler). The fast scanning mode,
on the other hand, results in 5 times higher measurement
update rate.

B. Clutter Modeling

Following [24], [30]–[32], the clutter amplitude, z, in
each cell of radar data is modeled using the K-distribution

K (z; ν0, b) = 4zν0

√
b
ν0+1

	(ν0)
κν0−1

(
2z√

b

)
(1)

where ν0 and b are the shape and scale parameters, re-
spectively; and 	(·) denotes the gamma function and κn(·)
refers to the modified Bessel function of the second kind.
To include additive thermal noise in the amplitude dis-
tribution [33], we define an “effective” shape parameter
ν, which substitutes the shape parameter ν0. This can be
achieved by matching the moments of the probability den-
sity function (PDF) with and without noise [24], giving
ν = ν0(1 + 1/C)2, where C is the clutter-to-noise ratio
(CNR). For the remainder of the article, we will use ν as
the shape parameter of interference (meaning, clutter plus
thermal noise), without explicitly defining the CNR.

The K distribution is a widespread model for represent-
ing non-Gaussian sea clutter. For smaller values of ν, its
distribution tail is longer, while for ν → ∞, it is approach-
ing the Rayleigh distribution [24]. The K distribution has
finite moments; its mean is given by [24, Ch. 6]

μ =
√

b
	(1.5)	(ν + 0.5)

	(ν )
. (2)

The parameters of the K distribution (the shape ν and
scale b) are homogeneous across the range and azimuth;
however, they vary with the Doppler frequency [24], [30],
[31]. Fig. 4 displays the shape and scale, estimated from
five scans of radar data (in the absence of a target and using
the slow scanning mode, with parameters given in Table 1),
as a function of Doppler frequency. The shape parameter is
characterized by lower values where the clutter is dominant
(−200 to 400 Hz) with a peak around −300 Hz, where
thermal noise has the greatest contribution. In this example,
there is aliasing present due to the choice of PRF and the
broad Doppler spectrum, which reduces the shape parame-
ter outside of the clutter region. Parameter estimation was
carried out using the moment based method [34]. Given L
samples of amplitude values in Doppler cell d = 1, . . . ,W ,
i.e., {zd

1 , . . . , zd
L}, the shape parameter is estimated as

ν̂d = 1

4

[
ln

(
π m̂d

2

4 (m̂d
1 )

2

)]−1

(3)

where

m̂d
1 = 1

L

L∑
l=1

zd
l , m̂d

2 = 1

L

L∑
l=1

(zd
l )2 (4)

are the first and second sample moments. The scale esti-
mates are obtained as b̂d = m̂d

2�ν̂d . Fig. 4 also displays the

Fig. 4. Estimated values of (a) shapê ν and (b) scalê b and (c) the mean
of the interference as a function of Doppler frequency. Parameter

estimation was carried out using the moment based method from five
scans of radar data in the absence of a target and using the slow scanning

mode, with parameters given in Table 1.

resulting estimate of the interference mean, as a function
of Doppler frequency, computed using (2). Note that the
model parameters are representing an underlying swell in
the scene, and hence the interference mean is slightly shifted
toward the positive Doppler frequency.

III. BERNOULLI TBD FOR MARITIME RANGE-
AZIMUTH-DOPPLER DATA

A. Modeling

The models to be used for Bernoulli TBD filter are
similar to those adopted in [25]. Because the observed
region on the sea-surface is far from the airborne platform,
we approximate the observed arc-shaped region of the sea
surface with a rectangular region, and adopt the target state
vector in Cartesian coordinates.1 Thus, the state of the target
at scan k is defined as xk = [xk ẋk yk ẏk χk]ᵀ, where xk ,
ẋk , yk , and ẏk are its azimuth, azimuth-rate, range, and
range-rate, respectively. The fifth component, χk , is the
mean intensity of the target signal. The units of xk and yk

are adopted as the number of cells.

1Cartesian coordinates are an approximation, which can be justified in
a typical airborne surveillance scenario, because the slant range is large
(according to Table 1, 20 km).
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The model of target state evolution is adopted as the
nearly constant velocity motion model [35] with the transi-
tion density given by

ϕk|k−1(xk|xk−1) = N (xk; Fxk−1,Q) (5)

where N (x;μ,�) denotes the Gaussian PDF, evaluated at
x, with the mean μ and covariance matrix �. Matrices F
and Q represent the transition matrix and the process noise
covariance matrix, respectively. They are given by [35]

F =
⎡⎣� 0 0

0 � 0
0 0 1

⎤⎦ , � =
[

1 T
0 1

]
(6)

Q =
⎡⎣� 0 0

0 � 0
0 0 qiT

⎤⎦ , � = qs

[
T 3/3 T 2/2
T 2/2 T

]
(7)

where T is the scan time; qs and qi denote the process noise
intensity in the spatial and amplitude domains, respectively.

In order to detect a target in TBD, it is convenient to
introduce a binary random variable εk ∈ {0, 1}, such that,
by convention, εk = 1 means that the target is present and
conversely εk = 0 that the target is absent. The dynamics of
εk are modeled by the first-order two-state Markov chain,
whose transitional probability matrix is given by

� =
[

1 − pb pb

1 − ps ps

]
(8)

where pb = P{εk+1 = 1|εk = 0} and ps = P{εk+1 = 1|εk =
1} are referred to as the probability of target birth and target
survival, respectively.2 If the target appears at scan k − 1,
its state vector can be seen as a random sample from the
birth density bk−1|k−1(x). Practical implementation of the
birth density will be discussed in Section III-C.

The measurement used by the TBD algorithm at scan k
is the modulus of the range-azimuth-Doppler data, denoted
by zk . The PDF of a measured value z in the (m, n, d )th cell
of zk , for m = 1, . . . ,Nr, n = 1, . . . ,Na and d = 1, . . . ,W ,
will be presented next for two cases: the interference only
case and the target plus interference case.

We have already stated that the measured amplitude z in
each cell of zk , if due to interference only, is modeled with
the K-distribution, i.e.,

p(m,n,d )
0 (z) = K (z; νd , bd ) . (9)

The contribution of a target in the state x =
[x, ẋ, y ẏ, χ ]ᵀ to the measured value z in the (m, n, d )th
cell is expressed via the point spread function (PSF). Let us
adopt a Gaussian PSF

h(m,n,d )(x) = χ

α
exp

[
− (m − x)2

2σ 2
x

− (n − y)2

2σ 2
y

− (d − D)2

2σ 2
D

]
(10)

2Probability pb is typically a small number, because targets appear rarely
in the surveillance volume; ps is typically close to (but less than) 1, because
a target, when it appears, tends to be present for many scans.

where χ is the target mean intensity, α = (2π )3/2σxσyσD,
and σx � Na, σy � Nr and σD � W determine the spread
of the Gaussian PSF in azimuth, range, and Doppler mea-
surement coordinates, respectively. Note that the Doppler
frequency D in (10) is linearly related to the range-rate,
that is, D = −2ẏ f0/B, where f0 is the carrier frequency and
B is the radar bandwidth (see Table 1). The spread of the
Gaussian PSF models the target amplitude contribution to
its neighboring cells in azimuth, range, and Doppler. This
spread is particularly large in azimuth, as we discussed in
relation to Fig. 2.

The PDF of measured amplitude z in the (m, n, d )th
cell of zk , for the case of a Swerling 1 target in K distributed
interference, is referred to as the L-distribution [25], i.e.,

p(m,n,d )
1 (z|x) = L

(
z; h(m,n,d )(x), νd , bd

)
. (11)

The L-distribution can only be expressed in an integral
form as [25], [36]

L(z; h, ν, b) = 2z

bν	(ν )

∫ ∞

0

ην−1

η + h
exp

[
− z2

η + h
− η

b

]
dη.

(12)
By setting h = 0 in (12), L-distribution reduces to the

K-distribution.

B. TBD Algorithm

The Bernoulli TBD filter is the optimal Bayesian track-
before-detect algorithm [16]. It propagates two quantities
over time. The first is the posterior probability of target
presence qk|k = P{εk = 1|z1:k}, where z1:k ≡ z1, . . . , zk is
the sequence of radar measurements from scan 1 to scan
k. The second quantity is the posterior spatial probabil-
ity distribution sk|k (x) = pk (x|z1:k ), conditioned on target
presence. Assuming that at time k − 1, both qk−1|k−1 and
sk−1|k−1(·) are available, the Bernoulli TBD filter provides
the recursive formulae for the computation of qk|k and sk|k (·).
This computation is carried out in two steps, the prediction
and update.

Given the pair (qk−1|k−1, sk−1|k−1), the prediction equa-
tions of the Bernoulli filter are as follows [16]:

qk|k−1 = pb (1 − qk−1|k−1) + ps qk−1|k−1 (13)

sk|k−1(x) =
pb (1 − qk−1|k−1)

∫
ϕk|k−1(x|x′) bk−1|k−1(x′)dx′

qk|k−1

+ ps qk−1|k−1

∫
ϕk|k−1(x|x′) sk−1|k−1(x′)dx′

qk|k−1

(14)

where bk−1|k−1(x), referred to as the target birth density, is
the probability density over the state-space which models
the state of the target if it has appeared at scan k − 1. A prac-
tical design of bk−1|k−1(x) will be discussed in Section III-C.

The update equations of the Bernoulli TBD filter are
given by

qk|k = qk|k−1

∫
�(zk|x) sk|k−1(x) dx

1 − qk|k−1 + qk|k−1

∫
�(zk|x) sk|k−1(x) dx

(15)
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the birth density design: red line is the Doppler
spectrum at range-azimuth cell in which the target is present; the blue

line is the threshold �.

sk|k (x) = �(zk|x) sk|k−1(x)∫
�(zk|x) sk|k−1(x) dx

(16)

where �(zk|x) is the likelihood ratio defined as

�(zk|x) =
Na∏

m=1

Nr∏
n=1

W∏
d=1

p(m,n,d )
1 (z|x)

p(m,n,d )
0 (z)

(17)

with likelihood functions p(m,n,d )
1 (·|xk ) and p(m,n,d )

0 (·) intro-
duced in (11) and (9), respectively.

The Bernoulli TBD filter reports a detection only if
qk|k > ξ , where ξ is a parameter referred to as the reporting
threshold.

C. Implementation Notes

Because there is no analytic closed form solution to the
Bernoulli TBD filter, it is implemented using the sequential
Monte–Carlo method, as a PF [16], [25]. The spatial distri-
bution sk|k (·) is approximated by a random weighted sample
{w(i)

k|k, x(i)
k|k}1≤i≤S, where x(i)

k|k is the ith sample (particle), w(i)
k|k

is its normalized weight, and S is the sample size. This
approximation simplifies the computation of integrals in
(14)–(16). The proposal distribution is adopted as the transi-
tional densityϕk|k−1 given by (5). More detailed explanation
can be found in [16].

The likelihood ratio (17) needs to be computed for
every particle. First, the index triple (mi, ni, di ), corre-
sponding to the particle x(i)

k|k , i = 1, . . . , S, is determined.
Then, in order to speed up the computation of (17), each
product is computed for a subset of indices in the vicin-
ity of (mi, ni, di ), that is, for m = mi − Um, . . . ,mi + Um,
n = ni − Un, . . . , ni + Un, and d = di − UD, . . . , di + UD.
The values of Um, Un, and UD are adopted to correspond to
the spread factors of the Gaussian PSF, i.e., σx, σy, and σD

in (10), respectively.
The birth density bk−1|k−1 is measurement driven [37]: it

is approximated with a random weighted sample using zk−1

as follows. In the (x, y, ẏ) subspace, the samples are drawn
to correspond to the cells of zk−1 whose amplitude is above a
Doppler frequency-dependent threshold �d = βμd , where
β > 1, for all range-azimuth indices. In order to illustrate
this, in Fig. 5, we show a slice of Fig. 2(b) at range cell 80
(red line); this is a Doppler spectrum at range-azimuth cell

in which the 4-dB target is present. Importantly, Fig. 5 illus-
trates the threshold �k (blue line), obtained by multiplying
the meanμd , shown in Fig. 4(c), with the coefficient β set at
5.5. Parameter β is a tuning parameter, chosen as a trade-off
between the computational load (corresponding to the num-
ber of birth particles, required to adequately approximate
the birth density), and the capability to detect/track low SIR
targets. In every cell (m, n, d ) of zk , in which the measured
amplitude z(m,n,d ) > �, we draw L random samples in x, y,
and ẏ subspace of the state-space, corresponding to (m, n, d )
and taking into account the resolution of the radar cell. In
the subspace of ẋ (i.e., the speed in the azimuth direction), a
uniform distribution is adopted with an adequate interval
(corresponding to the maximum expected speed of the
target). Finally, in the subspace of the mean target intensity
χ , the birth density is a gamma distribution with parameters
(κχ , θχ ), where κχ is proportional to the estimated mean
μ(d ) [see Fig. 4(c)], while θχ is chosen so that it covers the
interval of SIR values of interest.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Simulation Setup and Parameters

For the simulation, the radar parameters are the same as
in Table 1, with Na = 375. The target is outbound, moving
from range bin 80 with a radial velocity of 2.2 m/s, but
stays in the azimuth bin corresponding to 85◦. The scenario
lasts 90 s, with the scan time for the slow scanning mode,
ω0 = 20 r/min (see Table 1), is T = 60/ω0 = 3 s, resulting
in 30 radar measurements zk available for processing during
the observation period. The scan time for the fast scanning
mode (ω0 = 100 r/min) is T = 60/ω0 = 0.6 s, and hence
150 measurements are available during the observation
period.

Three TBD filters will be compared in the context
of maritime radar. The first is the Bernoulli TBD filter
presented in this article, developed for the slow scanning
mode. It will be denoted Bern-TBD-Slow-3D. The second
is the Bernoulli TBD filter presented in [28]: it is also
developed for the slow scanning mode; however, it does
not process the full three-dimensional radar data using the
TBD approach. Instead, it extracts the Doppler information
as a point measurement, and applies the TBD paradigm to
the range-azimuth maps. This method will be referred to
as Bern-TBD-Slow-2D. Finally, the third is the Bernoulli
TBD filter developed for the fast scanning mode, described
in [25]. We point out that in the fast scanning mode, the
Doppler information is poor and hence is not used. This
TBD filter will be denoted by Bern-TBD-Fast. The pa-
rameters used in all the three Bernoulli TBD filters were
as follows: process noise parameters qs = 0.1, qi = 1.5;
dynamic model parameters pb = 0.01, ps = 0.99; number
of particles S = 7500; the Gaussian PSF parameters: σx = 2
for Bern-TBD-Fast and σx = 6 for Bern-TBD-Slow-3D and
Bern-TBD-Slow-2D, σy = 1.2 (for all) and σD = 0.7 (for
Bern-TBD-Slow-3D only). Accordingly, we adopted Um =
4, Un = 1, and Ud = 1. The birth density parameters κχ and
θχ , as well as the reporting threshold ξ , were tuned so that
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Fig. 6. Mean OSPA positional errors of Bernoulli TBD filters in the
absence of a target.

Fig. 7. Mean OSPA positional errors of Bernoulli TBD filters for a
target at SIR = 0 dB.

all three Bernoulli TBD filters achieve a similar false track
declaration rate. For the Bern-TBD-Slow-3D, parameter κχ
depends on Doppler, and is adopted as κχ = 9μ(d ), with
θχ = 3 and ξ = 0.85.

Joint detection and tracking performance is measured
using the mean optimal subpattern assignment (OSPA) met-
ric [38]. This metric penalizes both the error in the number
of targets (zero or one in our case) and the error in the target
position, but does not consider the target velocity and mean
power in the performance assessment. The positional error
is expressed in the units of cells. The OSPA metric has two
parameters, order p and the cut-off c. In simulations, we set
p = 2, so the metric is an �2 norm measure. The parameter
c, which expresses the penalty assigned to the cardinality
error in terms of the number of cells, is set to c = 100.
The mean OSPA metric is estimated by averaging over 100
Monte–Carlo runs.

B. Results

The performance results for the three Bernoulli TBD
filters are shown in Figs. 6– 10. Fig. 6 presents the mean
OSPA error in the absence of a target, and its purpose is
to establish the rate of false track declarations. One can ob-
serve from Fig. 6 that for all three Bernoulli TBD filters, the
mean OSPA error is close to zero. The measured false track
declaration rate for all three TBD filters is approximately
equal to 0.002/s.

Figs. 7–10 display the mean OSPA error curves in the
presence of a target, with SIRs equal to 0, 2, 4, and 6 dB.
In all figures, the initial mean OSPA error equals c = 100,

Fig. 8. Mean OSPA positional errors of Bernoulli TBD filters for a
target at SIR = 2 dB.

Fig. 9. Mean OSPA positional errors of Bernoulli TBD filters for a
target at SIR = 4 dB.

Fig. 10. Mean OSPA positional errors of Bernoulli TBD filters for a
target at SIR = 6 dB.

because the Bernoulli TBD filter requires at least one scan
of radar data to establish a track. For the case of a 0 dB target
(Fig. 7), the Bern-TBD-Slow-3D is capable of establishing a
track on the target with a delay of about 40 s. Once the track
has been established, the OSPA error remains somewhat
elevated (at the level of about 10–15), because the posterior
probability of track presence qk|k occasionally falls below
the reporting threshold ξ . Note that the other two Bernoulli
TBD filters (Bern-TBD-Slow-2D and Bern-TBD-Fast) per-
form much worse: they are unable to reliably detect and
track the target at SIR = 0 dB.

For the case of a target at SIR = 2 dB (Fig. 8), both
Bernoulli TBD filters which exploit the Doppler infor-
mation in the slow scanning mode (i.e. Bern-TBD-Slow-
3D and Bern-TBD-Slow-2D), significantly outperform the
Bern-TBD-Fast. The latter appears to be effectively blind
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Fig. 11. Mean OSPA velocity errors of Bernoulli TBD filters for a
target at SIR = 6 dB.

to the existence of a target for SIRs less than or equal to
2 dB, and consequently is unable to establish a track on it.
The algorithm developed in this article, which exploits the
full 3D radar data (Bern-TBD-Slow-3D), produces slightly
better results than Bern-TBD-Slow-2D: it established a
track on the target in less than 10 s and maintains it reliably
throughout the observation period.

For the case of a target at SIR ≥ 4 dB (Figs. 9 and 10), the
two Bernoulli TBD filters which exploit the Doppler infor-
mation in the slow scanning mode (i.e. Bern-TBD-Slow-3D
and Bern-TBD-Slow-2D) perform almost identically. They
need 6 s to establish a track on the target and subsequently
maintain the track with a minimal error. At SIR = 4 dB,
even the performance of the Bern-TBD-Fast improves con-
siderably (Fig. 9); because of the higher update rate (i.e.,
shorter scan time), the track is established almost as quickly
as in the Bern-TBD-Slow, although the steady-state mean
OSPA error remains about two to three times higher. For
a target at SIR = 6 dB (or higher), the Bern-TBD-Fast
performs better than the two Bernoulli TBD filters in the
slow scanning mode: its steady-state error is the same, but
due to the higher update rate, it establishes a track quicker
(3 s instead of 6 s).

Finally, Fig. 11 displays the mean OSPA curves for
velocity error in the presence of a target characterized with
SIR = 6 dB. The OSPA parameters for velocity error are
set to c = 10 and p = 2. We can observe from Fig. 11 that
velocity errors are smaller for the two Bernoulli TBD filters
that exploit Doppler information.3

In summary, we can observe that with more pulses on the
target, the Doppler information becomes beneficial at low
SIR values (below 6 dB): it improves both the detection
and tracking performance of the TBD filter. The improved
performance is due to coherent gain: in the slow scanning
mode, the CPI of 32 pulses gives a gain of 15 dB, while for
the fast scanning mode, there are only seven pulses that
cover the target and the gain is reduced to 8.5 dB. The
price for the increased number of pulses on target is either a

3Note, however, that the primary purpose of coherent radar processing and
exploitation of Doppler in the slow scanning mode is not to improve the
estimation error in velocity, but to detect and track targets at lower SIR.

slower scan rate (which is impractical for short-exposure
targets), a higher PRF (which reduces the unambiguous
range), or a wider beamwidth (an antenna constraint). For
SIR values equal or greater than 6 dB, it appears that there
is no advantage in using the Doppler information.

V. CONCLUSION

This article explored the utilization of Doppler informa-
tion in TBD for an airborne scanning maritime radar in a
slow scanning mode. A new Bayesian-type Bernoulli TBD
filter is developed, which exploits the full 3D radar data,
including the Doppler spectrum. The filter is tuned to the
Swerling 1 target in K distributed interference, because both
models are commonly used to explain target fluctuations
for a scanning maritime radar. The presented approach,
however, is general in the sense that it is applicable to any
other Swerling type or interference distribution by replacing
(1) and (12) with the appropriate expressions for amplitude
PDFs. The simulation results demonstrated that coherent
radar processing using longer dwell-times in a slow scan-
ning mode significantly improves the detection and track-
ing performance for persistent targets characterized by a
low signal-to-interference ratio (either due to lower RCS
or longer ranges). Future work will extend the proposed
algorithm to the multitarget case.
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